LOAD CAPACITY
•
2000 KG

APPLICATIONS

SPECIALS
AIRPORT
CATERING

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

The tail-lift is stowed away under the vehicle
making it ideal for dock loading.

Cylinders:

2 lift cylinders + 2 tilt cylinders
+ 1 automatic tilt cylinder

F3RE 20 AIR CMC COMPACT is suggested
and especially designed for rigid vehicles with
very short overhang and very high distance
from body floor to the ground.

Sliding system:

Chromed Guides with hydraulic
motor + rack and pinion drive

Tilt cylinders:

Single acting

Automatic tilt at
ground level:

Yes, Hydraulic

Platform material:

Aluminium

Standard platform
depths Alu:

2 folds 1600

Standard platform
widths Alu:

2100 - 2250 - 2400 mm
(Max 2500)

Lift arm lengths:

HL 1040 mm

Lift arm widths (W):

1230 mm

Standard control:

Unit Exterior control box with
joystick, turn button

The retractable tail-lift F3RE 20 AIR CMC
COMPACT is the ideal tail-lift for airport
catering.
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Side fitting for rigid vehicle - 2 folds platform

This lift slides in and
out with hydraulic
motor + rack and
pinion drive
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TAIL-LIFT CHROMED GUIDES - 5 CYLINDERS
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F3 RE 20 AIR CMC (COMPACT) . RETRACTABLE
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2 FOLDS PLATFORM
Mod.
F3 RE 20 HL AIR
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Weight **
(Kg)

2000 Kg

1690

1583 (850 + 733)

800

890

1295

1295

345

640

No fixings beyond
the rear of lift beam

**Approximate weight for tail-lift with platform width 2450 mm.
Centre of gravity of the vehicle depending on the type of arm and the size of the installations on the vehicle (see assembly instructions). The above mentioned weights are approximate and
may vary according to production. Anteo reserves the right to change weights and technical specifications without prior notice. No indemnity for damages can be claimed from Anteo for
changes in technical specifications and/or in weight.
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